Family Fall Fun Fest

Thanks to the CMU students from the Mortar Board Senior Honor Society who offered a fun fall family event on the Children’s School playground on the morning of October 15th. More than 80 children and adults from the Children’s School and the Cyert Center played a corn hole game, a spider jumping game, harvest bingo, and pumpkin/gourd tic tac toe, as well as doing an obstacle course and a fall leaf scavenger hunt. We used magnifying glasses to examine flint corn and tweezers to remove the hard multicolored kernels. The children also decorated pine cones with fall colored paint and pompoms, as well as rolling acorns in paint to create beautiful designs. The playground climbers, wooden blocks, musical instruments, and mud kitchen were also open for play. Everyone got to snack on apple cider, apples, and pretzels provided by the Mortar Board students.

Special thanks to event planners Lisa Murphy, Jordyn Lopez, and Dr. Sharon Carver, who is the Mortar Board faculty advisor!